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† TIP: When analyzing coverage under a commercial liability policy for TCPA and FACTA claims, the issues of publication, privacy, and intent are key.
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By Lt. Col. (Ret.) John E. Walus
In recent years, the Veterans Administration has received more than 830,000 claims per year related to injuries and disabilities a Veteran incurred while in active military service, which in 2011 took an average of 188 days to decide. If a claim is not approved, the Veteran can pursue an appeal on his or her own or engage an advocate who must be accredited by the VA. ........ 40
† TIP: It is not uncommon for Veterans to wait several years for their claims to be approved. A well-trained attorney can expedite that process.
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By John S. Vishneski III and Evan T. Knott
Policyholders often are surprised to discover that navigating insurance-related hurdles, conflicting interests, and other legal issues to respond to a catastrophic loss is more complicated than even the best disaster response plan could anticipate. ........ 46
† TIP: When disaster strikes, put insurance coverage counsel on the first response team. Fact gathering, notice of loss, and protection of privilege are among multiple issues that must be addressed.
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By Christopher Nolan
In July 2014 a federal law is scheduled to take effect requiring all cargo containers bound for the United States, not just those that are high risk, to be scanned. Can, and should, this deadline be met? Like a Rubik's Cube, aligning the three dimensions of the 100 percent cargo scanning debate—Congress, federal agencies, and the maritime industry—is a tall order. ......................... 58
† TIP: The legal and regulatory battle over scanning 100 percent of cargo inbound to the United States on container ships will impact your life.
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